Abstract-Designing antennas in the presence of electrically large and complex structures such as cars or aircrafts has become an important issue for next generation communication systems. Based on the principle of equivalence, the hybridization approach integrating FIT-UTD techniques has shown its superiority in terms of its computing efficiency. In such approach, discrete samplings of continuous electric or magnetic field components resulted from low frequency (LF) subdomain are required to be converted to the excitation current sources for the high frequency (HF) sub-domain. Thus, the overall accuracy of the calculation results will strongly depend on the similarities between the sampled and original field distributions with both the magnitude and phase involved. In this paper, convergence study of electric and magnetic current sampling is performed. Impact of the different sampling profiles on the overall accuracy is also investigated through numerical examples. Results reveal that convergence of the far-field radiation patterns are closely related to the sampling profiles.
INTRODUCTION
The advancement of wireless communication technologies has spurred drastically increasing demands for antenna operation in the presence of electrically large and complex platforms, which in turn makes it extremely challenging in terms of design for such cases. Accurate modeling of electrically large open-boundary problems using exact approaches such as Finite Element Method (FEM), Finite Difference in Time Domain (FDTD), or Method of Moments (MoM) has always been challenging in electromagnetics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The main reason is that the exact numerical methods often require discretization of the calculation domain and the physical geometry into cells with sizes comparable to the tenth (or even twentieth) of wavelength at highest calculation frequency involved.
Furthermore, even finer gridding in the vicinity of the excitation source, material interface and materials with high or nonlinear dielectric constants is necessary in order to have better convergence behavior on the computed electromagnetic fields. Over the years, lots of attentions and research efforts have been devoted to developing the gridding or meshing schemes such as perfect boundary approximation (PBA) [6] in order to improve computation efficiency. Yet, the very heavy computation load due to the small mesh sizes makes such design almost infeasible. Moreover, these problems generally involve with the analysis of small scale electromagnetic (EM) field interactions within the antenna structure and the large scale EM propagation predictions due to the couplings within the structures.
There have been several hybrid and iterative techniques developed for analyzing such problems which could not be efficiently handled by single method alone [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Specifically, low frequency (LF) techniques such as finite element method (FEM) [12] , finite difference time domain (FDTD) [13] and method of moment (MoM) [13] have been shown suitable to analyze the small scale interactions within the antenna structure, but are not effective to analyze the large scale propagation problems due to the limitation of computational power. On the other hand, however, high frequency (HF) techniques [14] [15] [16] such as uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) [14] , physicaloptics method [17, 18] , and other time domain diffraction methods [19] [20] [21] are capable of analyzing large scale propagation problems in the presence of electrically large and complex structures by using ray tracing techniques, but are not capable of analyzing the small scale interactions within the antenna because of the difficult ray tracing to achieve accurate results. The hybridization of high and low frequency techniques has been proposed and studied for decades [22] [23] [24] [25] , with most works dedicated to either assist HF techniques to increase the accuracy in predicting the wave propagations within a large structure [22] or to assist LF techniques in reducing the number of unknowns to be solved [23] . In particular, most of the works are related to either scattering problems or radiation problems associated with simple antenna structures (such as wire antennas [24, 25] ). While hybrid approaches seemed to be effective for treating such challenging problems, not much of the works, especially in terms of publicly available software, can be effectively applied to general antenna design problems resulting in a large number of repeated analysis.
Chou et al. [26] proposed a hybridization approach based on FIT-UTD techniques. The proposed approach provided a seamless integration between commercially available LF (CST MWS R [27] ) and HF (NEC-BSC [28] ) codes and was successfully applied to the example of design monopole antennas on top of a vehicle. Although the proposed approach provided a simple and straightforward implementation strategy which helped to improve the computation efficiency, care must be taken when the continuous current distribution is sampled in the LF sub-domain. In such approach, discrete samplings of continuous electric or magnetic field components resulted from LF sub-domain are required to be converted as the excitation current sources for the HF sub-domain. Thus, the overall accuracy of the calculation results will strongly depend on the similarities between the sampled and original filed distributions with both the magnitude and phase involved. Tradeoff between the accuracy and efficiency is often necessary to balance the computation effort and the correctness of the results. In this paper, the convergence study of electric and magnetic current sampling is performed. Impact of the different sampling profiles on the overall accuracy and computation effort is also studied through numerical examples. Figure 1 shows the flow chart [26] of the procedure for the FIT-UTD approach. The main process starts from the decomposition of the complete geometry into LF and HF sub-domains. With proper treatment of the artificial boundaries generated during the decomposition process, the field distribution in the near-field zone is quantized using probed field values at pre-defined locations. These probed field quantities are then converted into HF sub-domain as excitation currents.
FIT-UTD HYBRIDIZATION APPROACH
The key concept in HF sub-domain setup is the principle of equivalence where the antenna is replaced by induced currents on a closed surface S enclosing the antenna. With negligible scattering from far-end components of the complex structure, the total fields on S are approximately the near fields radiated from the antenna designed in sub-domain. Additionally, the region inside S is perfectly electrically conducting and has a null field. Thus, the induced currents on S are magnetic and can be described as:
wheren is a unit vector normal to S and E a is the probed near electrical field radiated from the antenna in LF sub-domain. It is noted that it is important to make the body enclosed by S electrically conducting so that the fields inside S may be retained null and the equivalent currents are directly on the surface of S during HF sub-domain analysis as required in the equivalence principle.
The induced magnetic current distributions, used as the excitation source in HF sub-domain, are related to the transmitted field as:
where
kw cos φ sin θ) 1 2 kw cos φ sin θ aperture source (4) with l and w being the physical dimensions of the current source and k being the corresponding wave number. For constant current within the discretized excitation sources as in our case, F z can be expressed as:
Finally, the array pattern factor F a (θ, φ), is given by
wherex n is the relative position of the nth element, I n is the dimensionless relative weight andr is the direction of propagation.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
As described in the previous section, the FIT-UTD approach starts with the discretization of the continuous field distributions through the applications of field probes in certain locations nearby the radiating element. Therefore, the determination of the locations of the probes will certainly have direct impact on the overall accuracy of the calculation results. In our discussions, monopole and slotted waveguide antennas are used to investigate the convergence behaviors. Since the characteristics of field variations (both in magnitude and in phase) are quite different between the two types of antennas, the conclusions drawn from such study should be comprehensively applied to other types of antennas. Figure 2 shows the structure of interest with case (a) a quarter wavelength monopole designed at 900 MHz intended for cellular application and (b) a slotted waveguide antenna at 1.5 GHz for GPS applications. Both designs are mounted on top of the vehicle with corresponding dimensions of 2 m × 4.3 m × 1.6 m. The detailed dimensions of the slotted waveguide antenna expressed in terms of wavelength at 1.5 GHz are also included in Fig. 2(c) . FIT based CST MWS will be used as the main computation engine for LF sub-domain. Since CST is effective to analyze the small scale interactions within the antenna structure, it is nature to define a sub-domain with respect to the region in the vicinity of the antenna structure. The underlying assumption here is that the complex structure far away from the antenna does not significantly impact the antenna's electric characteristics. This condition is approximately valid for those components that are at least 2 wavelengths away from the antenna and do not directly block the antenna radiation, which generally fulfills the situations of practical applications. Thus a straightforward decomposition approach cuts the antenna vicinity region as the LF sub-domain, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , for the analysis of the antenna design. The corresponding probe locations are also shown. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding HF sub-domain after the probed fields are converted to surface current distributions.
It should be noticed that only some probes are shown in Fig. 3 for illustration purposes only. In general, probes in three orthogonal directions are required to probe the three corresponding components of the magnitude and phase of the field distribution. Additionally, the probes have to be arranged in a way such that the field distributions and thus the current distributions on the enclosed surface S surrounding the antenna can be obtained as required by the principle of equivalence. As is shown in Fig. 4 , each square corresponds to a uniform current element in the HF sub-domain. Therefore, the correlation on the geometry between the two sub-domains should be remained such that the probes in the LF sub-domain are at the center of each square in the HF sub-domain. Meanwhile, the size of the decomposed LF sub-domain should be kept at least twice the wavelength away from the enclosed surface S. Figure 5 shows the simulated return loss and 3D farfield radiation patterns for both cases using CST MWS for benchmarking purpose. For monopole case, the total number of mesh cells is 4,489,017 in this specific case, with proper symmetry plane set to efficiently save the computational resources in terms of mesh cells and computation time which is recorded to be 65 minutes on an Intel Xeon TM 3.40 GHz CPU with 3 GB RAM desktop. For slotted waveguide antenna case, a total number of 16,880,640 mesh cells are necessary since the geometry is not symmetric with respect to relevant cut planes. The corresponding simulation time for this case is 17 hours and 26 minutes on the same machine with hardware acceleration.
In LF sub-domain, the convergence of the probed magnitude and phase of the fields has to be guaranteed to ensure accurate conversion into the HF sub-domain as the excitation source. Since LF sub-domain deals mainly with the small scale interactions between the antenna and the decomposed platform, the number of mesh cells is the key parameter that governs the overall convergence. For any specific case, utilizing too many mesh cells will lead to a very long simulation time. However, if the number of mesh cells adopted is not enough, enormous error may occur which deteriorates the accuracy of the simulation results. In order to retain the computation efficiency and the accuracy of the results simultaneously, the number of mesh cells should then be determined through the convergence plots of individual probes.
To characterize the convergence behavior quantitatively without too much ambiguity, the following normalized figure of merits (for each probe) in terms of the probed magnitude and phase of the electric field are defined; assuming a total of k mesh cells between two consecutive (a) (b) Figure 6 . Plot of the convergence characteristics for (a) normalized magnitude and (b) normalized phase for the monopole antenna case with 5 current samples adopted.
probes:
(7b) Figure 6 shows the convergence plot of the monopole antenna where the normalized magnitude and phase of each probe are plotted as functions of number of mesh cells between consecutive probes. In this case, 5 current samples were adopted to represent the continuous current distribution with a maximum number of 15 mesh cells considered between two consecutive probes. Fig. 7 shows the same plots for another case with 9 current samples adopted. Clearly, for the case of 5 current samples, both normalized figure of merits converged with more than 8 mesh cells while for the case of 9 current samples, at least 5 mesh cells were required to guarantee the convergence. Fig. 8 shows the convergence plot for slotted waveguide antenna case. A total of 25 probes along the propagation direction were adopted since a rather complicated variation in current was expected. As is observed (a) (b) Figure 7 . Plot of the convergence characteristics for (a) normalized magnitude and (b) normalized phase for the monopole antenna case with 9 current samples adopted.
in Fig. 8 , a minimum of 7 mesh cell is required for convergence in probed field. It can thus be generally concluded from Figs. 6, 7 and 8 that fewer mesh cells can be used to maintain the same level of convergence with more field probes.
Once the convergence in LF sub-domain is guaranteed, the attention should then be turned into HF sub-domain where the main issue lies in the sampling profiles of the continuous current distribution. With the number of cells between the consecutive probes determined from the convergence analysis, total number of current samples will be varied to examine the convergence on the overall farfield radiation. Fig. 9 shows the calculated farfield radiation pattern under different sampling profiles with distance between probes (and thus the number of probes) varing from 1/12λ to 1/60λ. Note that in HF sub-domain, the computation time is less than a minute while the main computational loading will be in the LF sub-domain since exact approach is used. For the case of the slotted waveguide antenna, since the field variation is relatively drastic in the vicinity of the antenna itself, denser sampling profile implying higher number of probes should be expected. For illustration purposes, Fig. 10 shows the sampled magnitude and phase compared against the continuous distribution calculated from exact approach on x-y cut plane along y-axis under two extreme cases, 0.051λ and 0.253λ. Fig. 11 shows the computation time as a function of (a) (b) Figure 10 . Comparison between the sampled and the continuous field distributions for the slotted waveguide antenna case with distance of (a) 0.253λ and (b) 0.051λ. total number of probes for slotted waveguide antenna case. Note that the total number of probes includes all of the probes on the surfaces of the enclosed surface S. It is clear that the computation effort increases dramatically with increasing number of probes implying very dense sampling profile. Fig. 12 shows the overall convergence on the farfield radiation pattern for this case. 
CONCLUSION
FIT-UTD hybridization approach has been successfully applied to the designs of a 900 MHz monopole and a 1.5 GHz slotted waveguide antennas on top of a vehicle with overall dimensions of 2 m × 4.3 m × 1.6 m. The convergence study has also been performed to investigate the impact of the probe spacing on the overall computation accuracy compared with the benchmark results using CST MWS. Results revealed that the sampling profile strongly depends on the types of the antennas. Tradeoff between the computation time and accuracy must be made for practical design scenarios.
